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Mathews Company Announces the Launch of M-C Trax Remote Control

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Crystal Lake, IL – Mathews Company is excited to announce that remote control functionality is
now available on the popular M-C Trax dryer remote monitoring system. Introduced in 2011, MC Trax is a mobile app that has revolutionized the way users manage their grain drying
operation. Building off the same innovative approach that led to the launch of the original
system over 7 years ago, M-C Trax will now give operators the ability to remotely control their
dryer’s operation in a simple and secure manner. Available July 2, 2018, this new update will be
available ahead of the upcoming Fall harvest in which tools such as M-C Trax are most utilized
by our end-users and dealers.
M-C Trax Remote Control utilizes the same easy-to-use interface our users have come to
appreciate from this app. Dryer settings can be changed instantly regardless of the end-user’s
physical location. The user can remotely shutdown or cooldown the dryer, change the discharge
mode of operation, and change key set points such as: discharge speed, discharge moisture,
mid-grain temperature, and plenum temperature(s) at any time during operation. Most
importantly, security has not been overlooked as every remote change requires entry of a 4digit PIN to ensure safe operation.

To easily upgrade all compatible dryers, Mathews Company has developed a short Tech Tip
video that guides dealers through an easy step-by-step software update process, and also shows
them how to use the new remote control functionality. As with all Tech Tip videos, you can find
them on www.mathewscompany.com as well as the Mathews Company YouTube channel.
Joseph Shulfer, president of Mathews Company, commented on this latest update to M-C Trax.
“This is the one of the greatest enhancements we have made to M-C Trax since its
inception. We have taken our time to ensure a great user experience, making sure all remote
changes are easy, instant and secure. This is designed to bring peace of mind to the farmer
during harvest.”
Headquartered in Crystal Lake, IL (U.S.A), Mathews Company has been a leading global
manufacturer of high-quality innovative agriculture equipment since 1954, specializing in grain
drying. M-C is committed to “Building for the Future,” striving to provide superior products and
unmatched service through innovation, expertise, and quality. M-C dryers are available through
authorized dealers worldwide. The company’s website is www.mathewscompany.com.
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